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Abstract: We describe our participation in the
TREC 2003 Robust and Web tracks. For the
Robust track, we experimented with the impact
of stemming and feedback on the worst scoring
topics. Our main finding is the effectiveness of
stemming on poorly performing topics, which
sheds new light on the role of morphological
normalization in information retrieval. For both
the home/named page finding and topic distil-
lation tasks of the Web track, we experimented
with different document representations and re-
trieval models. Our main finding is effective-
ness of the anchor text index for both tasks, sug-
gesting that compact document representations
are a fruitful strategy for scaling-up retrieval
systems.

1 Introduction

This year, our aim for the Web track was to exper-
iment with different document representations and re-
trieval models for the home/named page finding and topic
distillation tasks. The Robust track was new in 2003; our
aim here was to investigate the impact of blind feedback
and stemming on poorly performing topics.

For both tracks, our experiments exploited the home-
grown FlexIR document retrieval system [9]. The main
goal underlyingFlexIR’s design is to facilitate flexible
experimentation with a wide variety of retrieval compo-
nents and techniques.FlexIR is implemented in Perl, and
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supports many types of pre-processing, scoring, indexing,
and term-weighting methods.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In two
(largely self-contained) sections we describe our work for
the Robust and Web tracks. Finally, we summarize our
findings in a concluding section.

2 Robust Track

After describing the experimental setup for this track, we
discuss our runs investigating the impact of blind feed-
back and stemming on the poorly performing topics.

System Description

All Robust track runs use theFlexIR information retrieval
system. We employ a number of techniques:

Tokenization We remove punctuation marks, apply case-
folding, and map marked characters into the un-
marked tokens. We either index the words them-
selves, or the stems of the words. We use the
Snowball stemming algorithm [13]. Snowball is a
small string processing language designed for creat-
ing stemming algorithms for use in information re-
trieval

Retrieval model We use a multinominal language model
with Jelinek-Mercer smoothing [4]. For all robust
track runs, we use a uniform query term importance
weight of 0.15.

Blind feedback Term weights are recomputed by using
the standard Rocchio method [12], where we con-
sider the top 10 documents to be relevant and doc-
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uments ranked 501–1000 to be non-relevant. We
allow at most 20 terms to be added to the original
query.

Runs

We conduct two sets of experiments using (1) only the
description field of the topics (D-topics), or (2) both the
title and description fields (TD-topics). Using the result-
ing queries, we constructed the following four runs:

Words Language model run on a word-based index. This
runs serves as the baseline for our stemming and
feedback experiments.

Words+feedbackLanguage model run on a word-based
index, using Rocchio blind feedback.

StemsLanguage model run on the Snowball stemmed in-
dex.

Stems+feedbackLanguage model run on the Snowball
stemmed index, using Rocchio blind feedback.

Results

Table 1 gives the results of the runs over all 100 ro-
bust topics (best scores in boldface). The second column

Table 1: Results for the Robust track (D top and TD bottom).
Run identifier MAP Prec.10 NoTop10 MAP(X)

Words 0.2065 0.3530 15.0% 0.0076
Words+feedback 0.1970 0.3420 17.0% 0.0059
Stems 0.2319 0.3960 14.0% 0.0126
Stems+feedback 0.2068 0.3570 16.0% 0.0098
Words 0.2324 0.4050 9.0% 0.0216
Words+feedback 0.2452 0.4110 13.0% 0.0210
Stems 0.2450 0.4150 6.0% 0.0256
Stems+feedback 0.2373 0.4040 14.0%0.0273

shows the mean average precision, the third the precision
at 10 documents, the fourth the percentage of topics with
no relevant document in the top 10; the fifth shows the
area underneath the MAP(X) versus X curve for the worst
25 topics.

The results of blind feedback are mixed at best. On the
one hand feedback helps the overall score for the runs us-
ing TD-topics, with a best precision at 10 and a best score
for mean average precision. On the other hand feedback
hurts the performance on the worst scoring topics. For the

runs using D-topics, feedback deteriorates scoring on all
measures.

We can regard the T-field of the topics as a “gold stan-
dard” experiment on query expansion. If we compare the
score of runs using TD-topics with the scores of runs us-
ing D-topics, we see an improvement on all measures and
runs. In particular the improvement on the weak-scoring
topic measures is substantial.

The results for Snowball stemming are positive overall.
Stemming helps both the overall performance, with a best
score for precision at 10, as well as the performance of the
worst scoring topics, with a best score for the percentage
of topics with a top 10 relevant document. For runs using
D-topics, stemming gives the best score for all measures.
The use of both stemming and feedback gives the best
score for the area under the MAP(X) curve for the runs
using TD-topics, but does not promote performance on
the other measures.

We also break down the score over the 50 old topics (in
Table 2) and the 50 new topics (in Table 3). Note that

Table 2: Results for the old topics (D top and TD bottom).
Run identifier MAP Prec.10 NoTop10 MAP(X)

Words 0.1066 0.2640 14.0% 0.0064
Words+feedback 0.0969 0.2460 20.0% 0.0039
Stems 0.1164 0.3020 18.0% 0.0108
Stems+feedback 0.1065 0.2640 18.0% 0.0085
Words 0.1349 0.3180 12.0% 0.0142
Words+feedback 0.1377 0.3200 16.0% 0.0143
Stems 0.1327 0.3300 6.0% 0.0185
Stems+feedback 0.1361 0.3300 16.0% 0.0204

Table 3: Results for the new topics (D top and TD bottom).
Run identifier MAP Prec.10 NoTop10 MAP(X)

Words 0.3064 0.4420 16.0% 0.0142
Words+feedback 0.2971 0.4380 14.0% 0.0105
Stems 0.3475 0.4900 10.0% 0.0294
Stems+feedback 0.3071 0.4500 14.0% 0.0216
Words 0.3300 0.4920 6.0% 0.0433
Words+feedback 0.3528 0.5020 10.0% 0.0368
Stems 0.3572 0.5000 6.0% 0.0551
Stems+feedback 0.3386 0.4780 12.0% 0.0478

the area underneath MAP(X) versus X curve (in the last
column) is now calculated for the worst 12 topics. For
both the old and new topics, the effectiveness of feedback
and stemming is comparable to the effectiveness on all
topics. There is, however, a striking difference in the per-
formance between the two types of topics: the new topics



give a much higher mean average precision score. This
is an obvious consequence of the way the old topics were
selected for inclusion in this year’s Robust track. As a re-
sult, the worst topic measures are dominated by the old
topics.

3 Web Track

After describing our experimental setup for this track, we
discuss our runs for the home/named page finding task
(known-item search), followed by the runs for the topic
distillation task (key resource search).

System Description

All Web track runs use theFlexIR information retrieval
system. We employ a number of techniques:

Document representation We create indexes for (1) the
full documents, (2) the text in the title tags, (3) the
anchor texts pointing toward the document. For the
anchor texts index, we unfold relative links and nor-
malize URLs, and do not index repeated occurrences
of the same anchor text [10].

Tokenization We remove HTML-tags, punctuation
marks, apply case-folding, and map marked char-
acters into the unmarked tokens. We either index
the free-text without further processing, or use the
Snowball stemming algorithm [13].

Retrieval model We use three retrieval models. First, a
statistical language model [4] with a uniform query
term importance weight of either 0.35 or 0.70. Sec-
ond, the Okapi weighting scheme [11] with tuning
parametersk = 1.5 andb = 0.8. Third, theLnu.ltc
weighting scheme [1] withslopeat 0.1 or 0.2; the
pivot was set to the average number of unique words
per document.

Combination We use the standard combination methods
such as CombSUM and CombMAX [3], or weighted
fusion [14]. We combine either full length runs, or
limit the combination to the topn results. Unless
indicated otherwise, we normalize the scores before
combining them.

Minimal span weighting We calculate a minimally
matching span for each document. Intuitively, a min-
imal matching span is the smallest text excerpt from
a document that contains all terms which occur in the
query and the document. Minimal span weighting
depends on three factors (for details, see [2, 5, 8]).

1. document similarity: The document similarity
is computed for the whole document, i.e., po-
sitional information is not taken into account.
Similarity scores are normalized with respect
to the maximal similarity score for a query.

2. span size ratio: The span size ratio is the num-
ber of unique matching terms in the span over
the total number of tokens in the span.

3. matching term ratio: The matching term ratio
is the number of unique matching terms over
the number of unique terms in the query, after
stop word removal.

In two separate sections, we will now address our runs
and results for the home/named page finding task, and the
topic distillation task.

3.1 Home/Named Page Finding Task

Runs

We submitted the following five official runs for the
home/named page finding task:

UAmsT03WnOWSCombSUM of top 1000 of Okapi on
word-based and stemmed full document indexes.

UAmsT03WnLMLanguage model run (λ = 0.70) on
word-based full document index.

UAmsT03WnLn3CombMAX on the top 25 ofLnu.ltc
runs (slope= 0.2) on the three stemmed indexes:
full documents, titles, and anchor texts.

UAmsT03WnLM3Weighted fusion of language model
runs (λ = 0.70) on the three word-based indexes: 0.7
full documents, 0.2 titles, and 0.1 anchor texts.

UAmsT03WnMSWMinimal span weighting based on the
Lnu.ltc run (slope= 0.1) on the stemmed full doc-
ument index.



Results

The results of the official runs for the home/named page
finding task are shown in Table 4 (best scores in bold-
face). The second column gives the mean reciprocal rank,

Table 4: Results for home/named page finding.
Run identifier MRR Top 10 not found

UAmsT03WnOWS 0.3833 178 (59.3%) 70 (23.3%)
UAmsT03WnLM 0.3592 170 (56.7%) 81 (27.0%)
UAmsT03WnLn3 0.4982 218 (72.7%) 38 (12.7%)
UAmsT03WnLM3 0.5185 214 (71.3%) 46 (15.3%)
UAmsT03WnMSW 0.4073 189 (63.0%) 64 (21.3%)

the third the number and percentage of topics with a rel-
evant document in the top 10, the fourth the number and
percentage of topics for which no relevant document is
found (in the top 50). The language model run com-
bining the non-stemmed documents, titles, and anchors
scores best with an average reciprocal rank of 0.5185. The
Lnu.ltc weighted combination of the three stemmed in-
dexes scores second best.

Table 5 shows the mean average precision of the base
runs used in combinations for our official runs. All

Table 5: MRR for home/named page finding base runs.
Index type Lnu.ltc Okapi LM

Documents Words 0.3750 0.3795 0.3604
Stems 0.3697 0.3833 0.3616

Titles Words 0.2339 0.3421 0.3536
Stems 0.3655 0.3334 0.3487

Anchors Words 0.3068 0.3593 0.4436
Stems 0.2934 0.3379 0.4278

Lnu.ltc runs use a slope of 0.2, and all language model
runs use a uniform term weight of 0.70. Here, we re-
trieve up to 1,000 documents per topic, leading to slightly
higher MRRs than the official runs using a maximum of
50 documents. We see an interesting difference between
the three retrieval models: where theLnu.ltc and Okapi
models score best on the full document representation, the
language model runs on the anchor text index score more
than 20% better than the runs on the full document index.
In fact, our best score on a single index is on the language
model run on the non-stemmed anchor text index. There
is no clear benefit of the use of a stemming algorithm on
the mean reciprocal ranks: stemming improves the score
for four out of the nine comparative runs.

There is another interesting difference between the re-
trieval models, which has to do with combination. The

combination of Okapi runs on the document stems and
words, UAmsT03WnOWS, does not improve over docu-
ment stems run. The combination of the three stemmed
Lnu.ltc runs, runUAmsT03WnLn3, does improve 34.8%
over the best scoring stemmed runs. The combina-
tion of the three non-stemmed language model runs,
UAmsT03WnLM3, improves 16.9% over the best scoring
base runs. Finally, the run using the matching-span
weighting uses aLnu.ltc full document base run with
a different slope of 0.1 scoring a MRR of 0.2742. The re-
sulting run,UAmsT03WnMSW, improves no less than 48.5%
over the underlying base run.

Table 6: Results for home page topics.
Run identifier MRR Top 10 not found

UAmsT03WnOWS 0.2567 67 (44.7%) 55 (36.7%)
UAmsT03WnLM 0.2462 64 (42.7%) 60 (40.0%)
UAmsT03WnLn3 0.4105 97 (64.7%) 26 (17.3%)
UAmsT03WnLM3 0.4402 101(67.3%) 33 (22.0%)
UAmsT03WnMSW 0.2708 73 (48.7%) 53 (35.3%)

We also break down the score over the 150 home page
topics (in Table 6) and the 150 named page topics (in Ta-
ble 7). Here we see a much better performance on the

Table 7: Results for named page topics.
Run identifier MRR Top 10 not found

UAmsT03WnOWS 0.5098 111 (74.0%) 15 (10.0%)
UAmsT03WnLM 0.4721 106 (70.7%) 21 (14.0%)
UAmsT03WnLn3 0.5859 121 (80.7%) 12 (8.0%)
UAmsT03WnLM3 0.5969 113 (75.3%) 13 (8.7%)
UAmsT03WnMSW 0.5438 116 (77.3%) 11 (7.3%)

named page topics. This is perhaps unexpected because
named page finding is conceived to be a more difficult
task than home page finding. The simple explanation is
that we decided not to apply special home page finding
strategies. Although techniques like slash-counts or URL
priors are effective for home page finding [7], they seem
to hurt the named page topics considerably. Even without
a particular home page bias, home pages can be retrieved
with reasonable effectiveness, as is witnessed by our re-
sults for the home page topics in Table 6.

3.2 Topic Distillation Task

Runs

We submitted the following five official runs for the topic
distillation task:



UAmsT03WtOk3 Weighted fusion of Okapi runs on the
three stemmed indexes: 0.7 full documents, 0.2 ti-
tles; and 0.1 anchor texts.

UAmsT03WtLM3Weighted fusion of language model
runs on the three stemmed indexes: 0.7 full docu-
ments (λ = 0.35), 0.2 titles (λ = 0.7), and 0.1 anchor
texts (λ = 0.7). We combine the probabilities with-
out normalization.

UAmsT03WtOkI Weighted fusion of 0.9 Okapi run on
the stemmed full document index with 0.1 of a link
topology measure. We applied the realized indegree
on the top 10 documents [10]. This is a variant of
HITS [6] where we consider the fraction of inlinks
that is in the local set—roughly atf·idf measure
for link topology.

UAmsT03WtLMI Weighted fusion of 0.9 language
model run (λ = 0.35) on the stemmed full document
index with 0.1 of the realized indegree of the top 10
documents.

UAmsT03WtOkCWeighted fusion of 0.8 Okapi run on
the stemmed full document index with 0.2 of a URL-
based reranking. The reranking was done by cluster-
ing the found pages by their base URLs, and to only
return the page with the lowest slash-count per clus-
ter.

Results

The results of the official runs for the topic distillation
task are shown in Table 8 (best scores in boldface). The

Table 8: Results for topic distillation.
Run identifier MAP Prec. at 10, 20, 30

UAmsT03WtOk3 0.1344 0.0980 0.0810 0.0787
UAmsT03WtLM3 0.1019 0.0840 0.0630 0.0533
UAmsT03WtOkI 0.0862 0.0760 0.0660 0.0567
UAmsT03WtLMI 0.0412 0.0280 0.0260 0.0267
UAmsT03WtOkC 0.1127 0.0860 0.0650 0.0540

second column shows the mean average precision, the
third to fifth columns show the precision at 10, 20, and
30 documents, respectively. The best score is obtained
by UAmsT03WtOk3, the fusion of Okapi runs on the three
stemmed indexes. The second best score is obtained by
UAmsT03WtOkC, a URL-based clustering of the Okapi full
documents run. Before discussing the results of our ex-

periments, we first evaluate the results of the runs used to
create our official runs.

Table 9 shows the results of the base runs used in com-
bination for our official runs. All these runs use the Snow-

Table 9: Results for topic distillation stemmed base runs.
Run type MAP Prec. at 10, 20, 30

Doc. Okapi 0.0901 0.0740 0.05800.0527
Title Okapi 0.0870 0.0780 0.0590 0.0453
Anchor Okapi 0.0971 0.0780 0.0560 0.0493
Doc. LM (0.35) 0.0386 0.0300 0.0320 0.0293
Title LM (0.70) 0.0434 0.0480 0.0360 0.0293
Anchor LM (0.70) 0.1068 0.0860 0.0560 0.0473

ball stemming algorithm [13]. We see a remarkable di-
vergence between the scoring for Okapi and the language
model. The Okapi model performs comparable on all the
three indexes, documents, titles, and anchors. The lan-
guage model performs poorly on the document and title
indexes, but excels for the anchor text index. The combi-
nation of the three Okapi runs,UAmsT03WtOk3, improves
significantly over the best underlying run (MAP +38.4%,
Precision at 10 +25.6%). The combination of language
model runs,UAmsT03WtLM3, uses far from optimal rela-
tive weights and, as a result, does not improve over the
anchor text run. The runs using the hyperlink graph topol-
ogy do not result in significant improvement. The Okapi
run UAmsT03WtOkI slightly improves its precision at 10
over the document run; whereas the language model run
UAmsT03WtLMI slightly decreases its precision at 10 over
the document run. Finally, the Okapi run clustering per
base URL,UAmsT03WtOkC, does improve over the Okapi
document run (MAP +25.1%, Precision at 10 +16.2%).

4 Conclusions

In this paper we have described our participation in the
TREC 2003 Robust and Web tracks.

For the Robust track, we experimented with the impact
of stemming and feedback on the worst scoring topics.
Our results suggest that blind feedback can help overall
performance but does not increase the effectiveness on the
lowest scoring topics. Our results also suggest that ap-
plying a stemming algorithm does benefit both the overall
performance, as well as the performance of the worst scor-
ing topics. This result sheds some new light on the role of
morphological normalization in information retrieval.



For the Web track, we saw very similar results for both
the home/named page finding task and the topic distil-
lation task. Using the hyperlinks in the collection for
creating an anchor text index turns out to be very effec-
tive. Also, the use of HTML-structure in the documents to
elicit their titles turns out to be effective. Combining these
alternative document representations with a standard doc-
ument index led to our best scores for both tasks.

A further general observation is the effectiveness of
compact document representations, such as indexing only
document titles, or only anchor texts pointing toward doc-
uments. These compact document representations result
in performance that meets or exceeds the performance of
a massive full document text index. This result suggests
that it is feasible to create effective retrieval indexes for
even larger web collections, provided that the appropriate
document representation is chosen.
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